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COWS, DIAPERS, & BREAD
Locally sourced natural materials used as non-waste formwork
RESOURCES

HAY

LafargeHolcim factory
Access to machinery and
concrete

Snow
Climate that has potential to
experiment with snow in winter

ETH Zurich
Access to students and faculty

AIR

DIRT

SNOW

EXPERIMENTS

Truffle House

Refugi Lieptgas

Gay Vatican

Pumpkin Apse

Concrete Igloo

Ensamble Studio

Nickisch Sano Walder Architekten
Flims, Switzerland
2012

Cero9

Paolo Soleri

Forty Mile Desert, Nevada
2011

Cosanti, Scottsdale, Arizona
1967

Jonatan Egli & Jean-Marc Stadelmann
Zurich, Switzerland
2005

Using air and silicon fabric
to create the roof element
over an existing structure.
The air is released and
the fabric can be reused.

Dirt was formed into piles
with structural ribbing.
Reinforcement was laid
and concrete was sprayed
on top. The dirt is dug out
and made available for
use on other projects or
landscaping

Costa da Morte, Spain
2010
Quarry
Access to raw rock

BUILDING

Using dirt and hay as
formwork, the Truffle
House method creates
architectural voids from
natural materials. Dirt can
be used for landscaping
and the hay is eaten by a
cow.

An old existing building
was given a second life
when it was used as the
exterior formwork for this
cabin.

Snow was formed into
a smooth pile. A thick
concrete mixture was
sprayed

Wool Experiment

Wax Experiment

Wool roving was used
as a separation between
concrete elements. Wool
can be used as natural
reinforcement fibers in
concrete mixture.

Old candles were melted
in a double boiler over hot
water. The hot wax was
poured into cold water to
take form. The wax form
was used to create the
void.

Diaper (Absorbent gel)
Experiment

Ice Cube Experiment

Dig

Base

Existing Structure

Pour

Untervaz
Town support

Clean

Pile

Form

Smooth

Structural Ribbing

Spray

Find Base

Stack

Forest
Climate that grows trees for
experiements with wood

Pile

Cover with Silicon Fabric

Build Up

Stack

Tie Ropes

Fill Cracks

Crystals from diapers
were extracted, hydrated,
and then used as the
interior form of the
concrete cube. A slime
residue was left over
which slowly dried
creating a white coating.

Melt

Spray with Concrete

Pour

Hay
Climate that allows various
grains to be grown for animal
feed

Rhine River
Access to shipping

Reinforce
Build Up

Inflate
Internal Formwork

Stack

Ice cubes were used
to create a void. The
roof is uneven from the
differential settlement of
the concrete as the ice
melted. The exothermic
conditions of concrete
curing sped up the
melting of the formwork
which was completely
gone when the concrete
was fully set.

Spray with Concrete
Spray with Concrete
Pour

Pour

Excavate

Cows
Climate that supports cow
farming (to eat hay void
experiments)

Excavate

Sheep
Climate that supports sheep
farming (for wool reinforcement
experiments)

Deflate and remove

Remove Old Building

Occupy

Eat
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LOCATION

Workshop
For collaboration between industry
and education, the workshop is located
facing towards the LafargeHolcim
factory and had a large open area for
material delivery and large machinery.
Constructed of panels of concrete
reinforced with wool to create a fuzzy
building, similar to a industrious sheep.

Switzerland

TOWN

Administration and Student Services
Reading and study rooms made of the
snow igloo method construction to
create a quiet space within a larger
open area.

Clean Learning
Studios, classrooms, presentation
spaces, computer labs are
designated in rounded spaces made
of the dirt method. The rounded
form promotes community and
collaboration. Additional piles of
materials (such as gravel and dirt)
extend out into the landscape for
use in future projects.

Student Social Spaces
Kitchen, lounge, gym and other
casual spaces are created using the
air inflation method to create an
energized atmosphere.
Faculty Residence
Hay and dirt from the immediate
surroundings are used to create a
home in touch with the context.

Water Balloon Experiment

Bread crumbs are used to
create the interior space
of the concrete cube.
Birds (or other animals)
will eat the bread and in
the process reveal a void.

Water balloons were
used to create a void.
The water held the
shapes at the bottom of
the container during the
concrete pour rather than
rising to the top like air
balloons would. Holes
naturally where formed
where the balloons rested
against the edge of the
cube.

Quarry
The LarfargeHolcim quarry is located
directly to the west of the site. This
provides a view to the extraction process
that could inspire student and faculty
work.

Facility Caretaker Residence
Using the existing building method
the residence for the caretaker
(from Unetervaz) is derived from
local housing typologies.

ETH Zurich to Untervaz (1hr 10min drive)

Bread Experiment

A series of concrete casts of 4x4x4 inch cubes were used to
experiment with the architectural voids that different materials
generated. For example, the wool separated two different
concrete pours but linked them together with its fibres. The
solidness of the wax created higher defined forms. The
absorbent gel from the diapers created round forms with a
crystalline coating. The ice cubes moved a great deal with the
pour due to their buoyancy and tendency to melt during the
exothermic reaction of concrete curing, which created a very
cavernous form. The bread generated a very crumbly form
and absorbed/bonded to the concrete. Finally, the balloons
created voluptuous bubble-like voids.
These experiments are small scale versions of what is
imagined to be undertaken as part of the residential wing of
the project. Students at the lab are provided platforms and
services to generate unusual concrete formwork exercises to
generate their own dorms.

Student Residences
Service corridor is built with platforms
for students to complete experimental
concrete housing (Refer to Experiments)

FARMLAND
QUARRY

Site

FOREST
RHINE
RIVER

Trees are grown on site to act as a
buffer between factory and residences
as well as a resource source for
experimentation.

North

The most experimental aspect of the
project faces the street to attract
attention and promote the efforts of the
institution.

FACTORY

FARMLAND
Untervaz and LafargeHolcim Factory

WHERE?

WHAT?

Selecting a site in a climate that sustains and produces an abundance of natural
resources is important to this project. Untervaz, Switzerland is a town that has
many resources for material exploration as well as connections to several human
driven systems. With partnerships from LafargeHolcim (to provide materials and
industry education), ETH Zurich (to provide innovative thinking and proposals),
and the town of Untervaz (to provide staff and support) a healthy relationship
develops with the common goal to create sustainable formwork sourced within a
local neighbourhood that vanishes rather than going into the landfill.
Cows, Diapers, and Bread is an example of how these methods can be
implemented successfully and aims to create inspiration for material exploration of
nonwasteful formwork.

This project is a proposal for an architectural concrete experimentation lab located at a LafargeHolcim factory site in Untervaz, Switzerland and in
partnership with ETH Zurich. Inspired from various projects that engage with unconventional materials for formwork, this project seeks to promote
and develop sustainable methods of working with concrete. Locally found raw materials are used to generate unusual spaces and forms.

Emily Kazanowski
Master of Architecture Candidate
emikaz@gmail.com
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Buildings are constructed with inspiration from the Truffle House by Ensamble, Gay Vatican by Cero9, Concrete Igloo by Jonatan Egli & JeanMarc Stadelmann, Pumpkin Apse by Paolo Soleri, and Refugi Lieptgas by Nickisch Sano Walder Architekten. Several concrete pour studies,
such as the use of wool, wax, diapers (absorbent gel), and bread, were used generate new form and methods to be implemented in the student
residences.
The school consists of several wings defined individually by construction method. The workshop’s fuzzy facade is made of concrete reinforced
with wool. The clean learning spaces (such as classrooms and studios) consist of rounded forms created from sculpted dirt piles. The student
social spaces have volumetric roofs formed by inflated air. The reading and study nooks in the administration wing are created from snow piles.
The faculty residence is in a hay field constructed with hay and then eaten away by a cow. The student residences exist in the beginning as a
thickened hallway with services and platforms. The platforms are stages for different concrete experiments that are undertaken at the school.

WHY?
Cows, Diapers, and Bread spurs and encourages creative rethinking of concrete
construction, specifically formwork. The concrete construction industry is often
criticized for its wastefulness. Concrete buildings are constructed twice: once out
of formwork and once from the concrete pour, afterwards the first building is sent
to the landfill. How can we eliminate formwork wastefulness? What if animals
eat the hollows of buildings? What if snow generates architectural form but melts
away leaving no trace? What if we used local and natural materials as formwork
that disappear after the concrete cast? Simple raw materials used as formwork
can improve the sustainability of the concrete industry.

Project Supervisor: Leslie Van Duser, Professor, M.Arch Program
School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture
University of British Columbia
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